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What is the free-college movement?

• Grassroots policy innovation
– 200 communities & community colleges
– 15-20 states (depending on the definition) -- red, blue, and purple

• Series of federal proposals, most recently in the Biden 
administration’s American Families Plan

• Work by national advocacy organizations

Tuition-free college programs vary widely in design and are 
driven by different goals…
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https://www.upjohn.org/promise/


Why free college?

• Access
– Response to the rising price of college

• Equity
– Concerns about racial and economic gaps 

in degree and credential attainment
• Prosperity (employment/economy)
– Need for degree or credential to get a 

good job (for individuals)
– Need for a skilled workforce (for the state)
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Statewide tuition-free college

• Most state programs emphasize employment rationale:
– Tennessee Promise / Tennessee Reconnect
• Focus on community colleges and TCATs

– Futures for Frontliners and Michigan Reconnect
• Focus on community colleges, essential workers & adults without degrees

– Arkansas Future Grant, Work Ready Kentucky, Virginia G3, West 
Virginia Invests
• Field of study limitations (STEM, in-demand occupations, etc.)

– Some exceptions (generally blue states) – Washington, New York
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Degrees and credentials are the ticket to good jobs
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Economic and fiscal returns to states

• Economic returns come from higher earnings for workers with 
degrees and spillover benefits for other residents.

• Fiscal returns come from state and local tax revenues
• Modeling project for Illinois – a free-tuition program would 

generate economic and fiscal benefits far greater than its costs
– Community college-based programs offer quicker returns
– Programs that include four-year options offer higher returns but 

these take longer to materialize
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https://www.upjohn.org/research-highlights/returns-statewide-tuition-free-college-modeling-illinois-promise


Statewide educational attainment goals

• A Stronger Nation: Learning Beyond High School Builds 
American Talent (Lumina Foundation)
– 46 states have set statewide attainment goals
– Goal of 60% educational attainment (beyond high school)
– National attainment stands at 51.9%
– 10 percentage point increase from 2009-2019
– Wide range across states, from a high of 61-62% (CO, MA) to a low 

of 42-43% (AR, NV, WV)
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https://luminafoundation.org/stronger-nation/report/2021/


What’s happening in Congress?

• America’s College Promise (ACP) is part of the budget 
reconciliation bill still being negotiated.

• Shrinking price tag (from $3.5 trillion to $1.5-2.2 trillion)
– ACP funding already lower than in initial proposal

• What may change?
– Time frame
– State share to “buy in”
– Universality
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Pros and cons of waiting for the feds

• Pros: 
– Federal plan will come with new financial resources for most states
– More generous for students (if terms remain) – first dollar
– Cheap for states

• Cons:
– Will take several years to enact
– States need to buy in & meet federal regulations 
– May be hard to obtain bipartisan support to participate in plan
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Pros and cons of states moving ahead on their own

• Pros: 
– More control over program design; can tailor to local system
– Possible to secure bipartisan support (business community key)
– Relatively low cost to states

• Cons:
– Less generous for students (unlikely to be first dollar)
– Temptation to add politically appealing but misguided program 

requirements
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Program design principles

• Simple, easy to access, and close to universal
• Money alone is not enough
– Navigation needed at critical junctures
– Coaching is cost-effective and will yield more degrees

• Integration with labor market is needed
– Pathways programs, apprenticeships, career preparation
– Need for seamless credit transfer
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One possible future

• Congress passes a bill that includes limited tuition-free cc 
program (probably means tested)

• States can fill the gap to make it universal
– Cover cc tuition for students above Pell or other income cutoff
– Build business support and alignment with workforce entities
– Blend resources to create simple interface and message for users

• States can start now (design or redesign)
– Michigan Reconnect example
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